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Our goal is to continuously evolve and build products to be the most useful and comprehensive references available. As the end user, don't hesitate to pass along your suggestions, questions, and issues!
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      T 
           The Whole Shebang    
       Timothy Miller     
    
 Great Lesson Plans Great lesson plans. I like the condensed version which is much shorter (382 pages) and still very detailed.

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Thanks, Timothy! The new Instructor ACS lessons are in the works and there will be an updated condensed version to follow.

  
 
    C 
           The Whole Shebang    
       Cole Sullivan     
    
 Phenomenally made The power points, lesson plans, to the condensed lesson plans… all of the material is phenomenally made and well worth the price especially when considering they are updated. When first looking at how many pages the lesson plans or slides are it’s very intimidating but breaking each section down it hits every line item, every topic I could cover, and I haven’t had a question yet that was off topic or would not be covered later in that section or would be covered on a later date. 100% would recommend to any person trying to become a CFI and actually wanting to be a good Teacher for their students rather than just using CFI to time build.

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Thank you so much for the awesome review, Cole! In addition to the standard updates you mentioned, there are a couple big updates coming as well. The Instructor ACS lesson plans, and new, far better designed PowerPoints are in the works and will be uploaded to your account (for free, of course) as soon as they're done. If you do happen to come across a question that doesn't get covered or answered in the content, don't hesitate to reach out. I'll get it clarified and/or get the information added in an update. Thanks again!

  
 
    G 
           The Whole Shebang    
       Gerry Downey     
    
 Whole Shebang So far I am very impressed with the CFI lessons plans I've purchased.  Easy to follow and to brief/teach from.  Also, kudos for crediting me the military discount in arrears.  Thank you!

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Thank you, Gerry! And no problem at all. Always happy to help!
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           CFII Lesson Plans    
       Charles Bernstein     
    
  CFII Lesson Plans

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    E 
           The Whole Shebang    
       Evan Smith     
    
 Every thing I need Very comprehensive lesson plans and supporting outlines. Perfect.

   
    
 
  
 
 
     
 Thanks a ton, Evan!
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